Relationships between the structural and functional organization of the turtle cell nucleolus.
The nucleolus is a multifunctional structure of the eukaryotic cell nucleus. However, its primary role is ribosome formation. Although the factors and mechanisms involved in ribogenesis are well conserved in eukaryotes, two types of nucleoli have been observed under the electron microscope: a tricompartmentalized nucleolus in amniotes and a bicompartmentalized nucleolus in other species. A recent study has also revealed that turtles, although belonging to amniotes, displayed a nucleolus with bipartite organization, suggesting that this reptile group may have carried out a reversion phenomenon during evolution. In this study, we examine in great detail the functional organization of the turtle nucleolus. In liver and spleen cells cultured in vitro, we confirm that the turtle nucleolus is mainly formed by two components: a fibrillar zone surrounded by a granular zone. We further show that the fibrillar zone includes densely-contrasted strands, which are positive after silver-stained Nucleolar Organizer Region (Ag-NOR) staining and DNA labelling. We also reveal that the dense strands condensed into a very compact mass within the fibrillar zone after a treatment with actinomycin D or 5,6-dichlorobenzimidazole riboside. Finally, by using pulse-chase experiments with BrUTP, three-dimensional image reconstructions of confocal optical sections, and electron microscopy analysis of ultrathin sections, we show that the topological and spatial dynamics of rRNA within the nucleolus extend from upstream binding factor (UBF)-positive sites in the fibrillar zone to the granular zone, without ever releasing the positive sites for the UBF. Together, these results seem to clearly indicate that the compartmentalization of the turtle nucleolus into two main components reflects a less orderly organization of ribosome formation.